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MEET
TODAY’S
TRAVEL
MANAGER

T

oday, the typical travel manager job is often
designed as a category manager within
procurement, human resources, or finance, and travel
is one of multiple expense areas they manage.

Some travel managers come from a travel agency
background. Others have a procurement or even HR
background. Professional experience affects corporate
travel management by influencing what a travel manager
prioritizes. It can determine for example, whether the focus
is placed on cost management or employee satisfaction.
There’s no right or wrong focus or background; just
differences. Developing skills in 10 areas can help travel
managers from any background achieve organizational
goals and bring profitability to their travel programs.
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

L

ike all professionals, the skills and
strengths of travel managers vary.
Still, a look across the travel ecosystem
reveals the need for certain skills to
manage a travel program most effectively.

We interviewed travel managers and travel
advisors with decades of experience
in the travel industry to build a list of 10
skills travel managers need today.

CRITICAL
THINKING

ANALYTICAL
APPROACH

CONSENSUS
BUILDING

As is the case with many
professions, travel managers
must hone the skill of thinking
critically about corporate travel
management by analyzing,
assessing and reconstructing the
enigmas they encounter.

Travel managers must look at
all the data available to them
and make recommendations
that support their travel
policy and position their
travel program strategically
within the organization.

Travel managers must work
internally with stakeholders to
drive consensus on evolving
their programs to stay up
to date with the market.
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

EFFECTIVE
INFLUENCE
COMMUNICATION Travel managers must understand
Travel managers must be able to
communicate effectively in a variety of forms
(email, intranet, phone, in-person, social,
text etc.) with C-Suite members and across
all functions within their company because
travel touches every department in some way.

company goals and objectives
around culture, messaging,
strategy and more. They must
then bring those factors to bear on
their travel policy and program.

UNDERSTAND RELATIONSHIP
THE TRAVEL
MANAGEMENT
LANDSCAPE
Travel managers need more
Travel managers who don’t understand
the technologies or nuances that
accompany travel management will
have a hard time effectively managing
travel spend. Professional development,
reading and education about how the
industry is changing is key.

than just technical knowledge
around travel itself. They need
to develop strong relationships
with suppliers because those can
make or break a travel program.
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

CULTURAL
INTELLIGENCE

PROBLEM
SOLVING

ANTICIPATE
QUESTIONS

Empathy is a skill that when expressed
consistently, can create allies out of frequent
travelers and the people they visit in countries
with cultures different than their own. Travel is
personal. While travel managers don’t need to
satisfy the whim of every employee, they do
need to find the line between fiscal responsibility
and traveler wellbeing. Helping travelers learn
more about the cultures of the countries they
visit can lead to improved outcomes with rollouts,
new business relationships and more.

To keep pace with the rapid rate of
change in the travel industry, travel
managers need to develop finely
tuned problem-solving skills. Enjoying
challenges and welcoming change
doesn’t hurt either. It’s important to keep
asking questions of your program, policies
and people to continually improve.

Travel managers should develop the skill of
anticipating questions by always thinking,
‘what’s next?’ about every aspect of their
job and the travel industry. Whether it’s
the NDC or a travel policy, the best travel
managers ask what it is going to look like
and how they are going to manage it.
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

C

hange is one of the few constants in
the travel industry. Coping with it well
demands active progress toward fluency
in all of the skills mentioned above.

“They need to think strategically, tap into their

N
I
V
E
K ALLEY
O’M

CEO
Travel and Transport

analytical skills and potentially their ability to
“Our industry is going through a lot of change that

manage relationships with suppliers to determine

will challenge customers, corporations and travel

whether they are better off paying a slightly

management companies (TMCs),” says Kevin

higher rate to get more lenient cancellation terms.

O’Malley, CEO, Travel and Transport. “A particular

The answer goes beyond negotiating price. It

challenge will be responding to the way hotels and

requires knowing their company’s unique goals.”

airlines are pricing and distributing their products.”
O’Malley raises the reality of hotels adapting
pricing strategies to reflect three-, four- or even
five-day cancellation policies as an example of
a challenge currently facing travel managers.

Understanding a company’s unique travel goals
begins with setting them, which is something
TMCs can help travel managers accomplish.
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

TRAVEL
MANAGERS
LOOK TO TMCS
FOR INSIGHT,
EXPERTISE

B

usy juggling multiple responsibilities, travel
managers often rely on trusted travel
management companies (TMCs) for insight into
spend leakage, expense management and contract
benchmarking. TMCs can supplement skills and
background areas travel managers have less
comfort in and ultimately help them manage their
travel policies and programs most effectively.

For smaller companies, a TMC can guide how to
balance employee engagement and cost savings.
Someone in procurement or who manages travel as a
secondary or tertiary role within finance or HR may not
necessarily be familiar with travel industry trends and
changes. TMCs can help them see how changes will
impact them and proactively bring suggestions forward.
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

I
M
JEA
DRICK
H

Executive Director
Account Management
Travel and Transport

J

ami Hedrick, executive director, account management
for Travel and Transport, says understanding
that every travel manager has different strengths
and aligning them with account managers fluent in
the expertise they need helps establish a profitable
partnership with businesses of all sizes.

“We pair travel managers who are more focused on spend
and cost-avoidance with account managers who are
analytical and enjoy deep dives into savings numbers,
yet can also bring attention to the human side of travel
management, including assessing how satisfied and compliant
employees are with travel policy parameters,” she says.
It would be extremely rare for any one person to be
equally fluent in all 10 skills mentioned. Partnering with a
competent TMC can help a travel manager round out different
areas and accomplish the goals of their travel program.
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

L

HEAR FROM
A TRAVEL
MANAGER

ike today’s modern travel manager, travel is just
one piece of what Chris Bartram, director, contracts
and procurement for HDR, is responsible for and
manages every day. Here, he discusses briefly what
it’s like to manage travel for his company and how his
TMC partner, Travel and Transport, helps him keep up
with the rapid pace of change in the travel industry.

“I am responsible for all direct and indirect spend. I have
responsibility for travel but also all of our subcontract
work, contract administration on the federal side,
indirect procurements, enterprise RFPs, meetings and
events and fleet management,” Bartram says.
Travel occupies just 30 percent of Bartram’s time. He
describes what it requires to get up to speed on the
fast pace of the always-evolving travel industry.
tandt.com
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

S
I
R
H
C TRAM
“There’s some uniqueness to travel that’s not
understood when you first enter the world of
corporate travel management. For example, how
pricing for hotels on transient travel differs from
meetings and event spend; or what days are least
expensive for travel, particularly when it comes to
hotel spend. There are nuances you wouldn’t know
if you weren’t in it every day. The constant change
with airlines’ pricing strategy alone is enough reason
to warrant the insight of an experienced TMC.”

BAR

Director
Contracts and Procurement
HDR

One area Bartram relies upon his TMC for
help is in negotiating new contracts with
airlines, hotels and rental car companies.

tandt.com
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10 SKILLS TRAVEL MANAGERS NEED TO SUCCEED

“While we negotiate directly with suppliers on our own,
we engage Travel and Transport in those discussions,”
he says. “They provide benchmarking data that lets
us know how we compare with our peers so that we
can ensure we’re getting fair and competitive terms
from our suppliers. Their data is particularly helpful
in evaluating the hotel contracts we consider.”
TMCs can also be a resource when it comes to
communication, according to Bartram. “When I need
to draft a communication about an issue related
to our travel policy or an event that has occurred
within the travel industry, I sometimes reach out
to my account director at Travel and Transport
to see if they have an existing communication
that I can tailor to my specific needs.”

From benchmarking data and communication drafts
to travel policy templates and more, a qualified travel
management company can be a big help to the modern
travel manager, as Bartram’s experience shows.
Speaking of benchmarking data, let’s take a closer look
at the data travel managers must digest to understand
the state of their travel program, identify leakage
and manage travel expenses more effectively.
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THE DATA TRAVEL MANAGERS DIGEST

T

ravel managers must use data to understand
what travelers want and serve it up when
they need it, but what data points are most
helpful or important for travel managers to focus
on when assessing their travel programs?

The answer to that question depends on
the goal of the organization, according to
Carolann Martini, vice president, account
management for Travel and Transport.
“If the goal is traveler satisfaction, you must dig
into surveys,” she says. “We have automated
surveys that allow us to obtain feedback on
the service we provide across a range of
service points, immediately. The company
must also send surveys about the airline,
hotel, car rental/ground suppliers as well.”

Martini says most companies negotiate to get
savings from suppliers, but rarely follow up
afterward to survey whether or not they’re
delivering on the service commitments they
promised. “The best way to know if your
suppliers are doing what they agreed to
is to survey your travelers,” she says.

N
N
A
L
O
CAR
I
N
I
T
R
MA

Vice President
Account Management
Travel and Transport

The health and safety of employees is often a
top consideration for many in corporate travel
management. It is for Chris Bartram, director,
contracts and procurement for HDR, who says his
team puts policies in place around what they allow
their travelers to do, to protect their health and
safety. Beyond that, Bartram looks to Travel and
Transport for data around its online booking tool
used by employees and to gain benchmarking data
on RFPs for hotel and other supplier contracts.
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THE DATA TRAVEL MANAGERS DIGEST

GAUGING
LEAKAGE – THE
LAST ROGUE
ELEMENT OF
TRAVEL SPEND

A

nother top of mind concern for travel
managers is assessing how much of their
organization’s travel spend is going outside
of its managed travel program. Such spend is
generally called leakage and can be substantial.

Gaining visibility into leakage can be difficult;
without a system that pulls in credit card data,
expense data and data from a travel management
company, those disparate data feeds must
be tracked down, analyzed and amalgamated
individually, which is a time consuming task
many travel managers don’t have the time
to conduct on any kind of regular basis.
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GAUGING LEAKAGE – THE LAST ROGUE ELEMENT OF TRAVEL SPEND

RCIKTEA
E
M

THE DATA TRAVEL MANAGERS DIGEST

Former Travel Manager
turned Account Manager
Travel and Transport

Former travel manager and current account
manager for Travel and Transport, Rita McKee,
says a machine learning-powered solution like
that provided by Travel and Transport company
DVI (Data Visual Intelligence), gives travel
managers the visibility they need to identify
and address non-compliant expenses.
“Travel managers need visibility into all the spend,
not just air, car and hotels. Most TMCs stop
at air, car, rail and hotels, but your employees
have meal charges, ground transportation and
miscellaneous expenses,” she says. “Without
a solution like DVI, travel managers have to
work with their finance departments to get
reporting from disparate systems, which can
be time-consuming and cumbersome.”
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THE DATA TRAVEL MANAGERS DIGEST

“INTELLIGENT”
PLATFORMS
CAN IMPROVE
VISIBILITY INTO
HARD TO SEE
DATA FOR TRAVEL
MANAGERS

T

ravel and Transport’s Data Visualization
Intelligence (DVI) platform uses machine
learning to identify existing patterns in travel
and expense data to provide three types of
analysis: descriptive (this is what happened),
prescriptive (this is what the problem is)
and predictive (this is what will happen).

DVI applies these analytical approaches to
spend data to identify differences between
stated and actual behavior, leakage and
expected future expenses. By aggregating
multiple data sources across categories,
businesses and industry sectors, DVI can move
travel managers and their businesses from a
position of hindsight and insight to foresight,
achieving significant ROI for their companies.
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“INTELLIGENT” PLATFORMS CAN IMPROVE VISIBILITY INTO
HARD TO SEE DATA FOR TRAVEL MANAGERS

Even without a big data tool like DVI, travel
managers who partner with Travel and
Transport have access to robust pre-trip and
post-trip reporting capabilities to identify
expense trends, leakage and opportunities
for savings. Through these reports, travel
managers can begin to understand change
behavior within their organizations, which
is critical to achieving travel program goals,
according to Brian Beard, president for DVI.
If you manage a global travel program it
is important to know that data from every
country is collected, normalized and
consolidated consistently so you can get
a true picture of your organization’s travel
spend on a global, regional and local level.

THE DATA TRAVEL MANAGERS DIGEST

“Understanding the change behavior
within the corporation is a very critical
data point. Travel managers need to
understand not just the spend, but how
close to the travel date employees are
changing their travel plans, how often
they change and whether or not change
behavior differs across the corporate
hierarchy,” Beard says. “Understanding how
travel data relates to travel or employee
position within the company is critical to
making the right actions in response.”

N
A
I
R
B
BEARD

President
DVI
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THE DATA TRAVEL MANAGERS DIGEST

ARE YOU
ACTING
ON THE
DATA YOU
COLLECT?
W

hether through an intelligent
platform like DVI or employee
surveys, accumulating data or even
gaining visibility into it is only half of
the battle. Without acting on it, the
value of that data remains unclear.

“Data is only important if you activate it,”
Hedrick says. “Many times, we see people
survey and get information but then stop short
of creating actionable steps based on that
data. If you just want to check your baseline,
that’s fine, but if you want to impact change
within the organization, achieve greater
savings or see better satisfaction, you have
to take tactical steps with a business plan.”

I
M
A
JEDRICK
H

Executive Director
Account Management
Travel and Transport

Analyzing and taking action upon
data is a large part of corporate travel
management, yet it is not the only aspect
worth considering in greater detail. Next
up is a look at the tools that help travel
managers achieve corporate travel goals.
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FOUR TOOLS THAT HELP TMCS DELIVER SATISFYING SERVICE

W

hether you’re fixing something around the
house or trying to get your work done more
efficiently around the office, the right tool can make
all the difference. Travel is no exception to that
rule. With technology making the travel industry
ever more interconnected, there is an abundance
of third-party tools making travel faster and easier.

We asked travel industry veterans what the best-kept
secrets or most underappreciated tools are for travel
managers. They responded with four tools that can help
travel managers deliver more satisfying service, both
to travelers and to corporate stakeholders interested
in the profitability of the corporate travel program.

4 BEST TOOLS
FOR TRAVEL
MANAGERS
T

he best tools for travel managers make work
easier and more efficient. Top of your list
should be figuring out what tools you need to
communicate with your travelers as this will
take up a significant portion of your time.

From VAT reclaim and the best mobile travel apps to
corporate online booking tools and platforms that make
communicating with travelers better, here are some
of the best tools for travel managers to consider.
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#1 TRAVELER COMMS TOOLS

#1
TRAVELER
COMMS
TOOLS
A

ccording to Joel Bailey, senior vice
president, customer solutions for Travel
and Transport, the single most underutilized
capability is technology that helps travel
managers target relevant communication
to travelers when they need it most.

“We have a variety of tools that allow travel
managers to share relevant information to
travelers at just the right time. These tools
help travel managers see exactly when the

FOUR TOOLS THAT HELP TMCS DELIVER SATISFYING SERVICE

right time is to tell travelers that their hotel has
free wifi and breakfast, for example. Or, when
to let travelers know that insurance is included
in their car rental reservation,” he says. “Our
platform makes it easy for travel managers
to figure out when to communicate, how and
with whom, to have the highest impact.”

L
E
O
J LEY
BAI

Senior Vice President
Customer Solutions
Travel and Transport

Travelers heading to a country they haven’t visited
before may appreciate information a few weeks
in advance of travel so they have an optimal
amount of time to prepare for their business trip.
A platform with targeted communication tools
helps busy travel managers schedule appropriate
communications in advance so that they are
delivered to the right travelers at the right time.
Bailey says travel managers should take
advantage of the automation capabilities
of their travel platform to save time and
ensure important messages aren’t missed.

tandt.com
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#1 TRAVELER COMMS TOOLS

“Standard messages about things like
destination tips, car rental and hotel
information are static and can be automated,”
he says. “Set up this level of automation once
and let the technology determine who needs
to know it through a series of rules you set.”
That same platform should also allow travel
managers to create and send unique messages
about specific events such as strikes, protests
or other non-recurring situations to large
numbers of travelers who need to know about
them instantly. At Travel and Transport, such
messages can be instantly relayed through
the comprehensive mobile app, increasing the
likelihood of affected travelers receiving the
information and being equipped to act on it.

FOUR TOOLS THAT HELP TMCS DELIVER SATISFYING SERVICE

“Many organizations face challenges in
figuring out how to communicate with their
travelers. No one wants mass emails going out
unnecessarily, so one of the best things a travel
manager can do is to use the tools available to
them, either through their TMC or internally by
communicating directly to the people who travel.”

T
E
I
L
JU
D
L
O
F
F
E
R

UK Head
Account Management
Travel and Transport

Reffold says that whether you use social media
tools like Yammer or Chatter or a travel portal,
the important thing is to engage travelers by
showing them you’re listening to them, talking
with them and taking action on their feedback,
all of which will help build buy-in to the travel
program and compliance with the travel policy
while building trust across your organization.

“A tool enabling targeted information
is essential to avoid annoyance and
improve reading and retention rates,”
says Juliet Reffold, UK head, account
management for Travel and Transport.
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#2 VAT RECLAIM

#2
VAT
RECLAIM
A

nother untapped tool is VAT reclaim.
VAT, which stands for value added tax, is
assessed on goods in the European Union (EU).
If your travelers visit the EU and pay VAT, but
don’t live there and are traveling back with
the goods, they can claim a refund of the VAT.

While VAT varies, it can be up to 27
percent on some items. It’s complicated
to calculate and cumbersome to
reclaim, which means companies often
leave lots of money on the table.

FOUR TOOLS THAT HELP TMCS DELIVER SATISFYING SERVICE

“Many companies forego the funds they
could reclaim, which is a shame since
there are third-party tools today that help
travel managers reclaim VAT with almost
no effort,” says Mervyn Williamson, UK
managing director for Travel and Transport.

N
Y
V
R
E
M AMSON
WILLI

UK Managing Director
Travel and Transport

Along with VAT, companies often overlook
compensation for flight delays on travel to the EU.
Again, Williamson says this is money companies
are leaving on the table for their people.
“The EU has specific rules regarding
compensation owed to travelers whose flights
are delayed more than three hours, but you
have to know the process to recover it. Thirdparty providers can help you claim those funds
owed to you under EU law,” he says. “All of
that is money that can be recovered to help
compensate weary road warriors who may
have missed a key meeting or family event.
Handling this process for your travelers is one
way to show you’re looking out for them.”
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#3 MOBILE APPS AND TRAVEL PORTALS

#3
MOBILE
APPS AND
TRAVEL
PORTALS

FOUR TOOLS THAT HELP TMCS DELIVER SATISFYING SERVICE

“Travel managers can push important
messages to specific groups of travelers
through the mobile app and offer lots of
conveniences to their travelers through
it. They can use our portal to perform
robust pre- and post-trip reporting
easily as well as enable online booking
through it for their travelers. Everything
done through the portal is compliant
with the travel policy and can be tracked,
enabling the visibility into their travel
spend that travel managers need.”

L
I
R
P
AHEELER
W

Vice President and Officer
Account Management
Travel and Transport

M

odern travel management companies
provide mobile apps and portals
to their travelers and travel managers
to enhance the program according
to April Wheeler, vice president and
officer, account management.
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#3 MOBILE APPS AND TRAVEL PORTALS

When creating reports, Hedrick notes
the benefit of being able to identify
spend with various suppliers as a
big positive for travel managers.
“Travel managers can benchmark
departments within our reporting tools
to see who is acting in policy and who
isn’t. They can easily see which hotels in
cities are being used and over time can
quickly identify trends in travel spend.
Our post-trip reporting capabilities allow
customization of the dashboard so travel
managers can see exactly the information
they care most about front and center.”

FOUR TOOLS THAT HELP TMCS DELIVER SATISFYING SERVICE

are noted and change is desired, Hedrick says
Travel and Transport can push quality control
checks out through its proprietary travel
advisor desktop and CRM tool, BARTT, so that
travel advisors can correct errant booking
behaviors with travelers at time of reservation.

I
M
A
JEDRICK
H

Executive Director
Account Management
Travel and Transport

“It’s a holistic system that allows us to
help organizations and travel managers
achieve their specific goals,” Hedrick says.

Hedrick says such reporting capabilities
allow travel managers to show their value to
business-line owners who can then follow up
with their travelers as necessary. When trends

tandt.com
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#4
INDUSTRY
RESOURCES
LIKE GBTA
AND ACTE
A

final tool travel managers often overlook is
industry resources available to them through
the GBTA (Global Business Travel Association) and
ACTE (Association of Corporate Travel Executives).

FOUR TOOLS THAT HELP TMCS DELIVER SATISFYING SERVICE

practices and information. Travel managers
can become members and gain access to
networking events, educational seminars
and other resources all over the world.”

L
I
R
P
A ER
WHEEL

Vice President and Officer
Account Management
Travel and Transport

Wheeler says some of the most valuable
tools for travel managers include sample RFP
documents for all kinds of engagements. If you
aren’t using these resources, membership in
one or both of them could benefit you greatly.
Tools alone won’t get the job done.
However, when paired with powerful crossdepartmental connections, a travel manager
can become unstoppable, which is exactly
what we’ll cover in more detail next.

“Both of these organizations have a vast amount
of resources they’ve collated specifically for
travel managers,” says Wheeler. “There are
so many venues and opportunities to get best
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BUILDING CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL CONNECTIONS

T

ravel managers might manage trips
to parts of the business not always
under the scope of the travel program.
With firsthand insight from a former travel
manager, we explore what departments and
business units travel managers need to build
allies with to do their job most effectively.
Rita McKee, a former travel manager turned
account manager for Travel and Transport
says relationship management is a critical
skill for every travel manager to nurture.

“Depending on the organization, everyone
knows what their job is, but employees don’t
always make the connection between what
they are doing and how it might impact
other areas, or how another area might be
able to help them with their challenges,”

McKee says. “One of the big things I
discovered during my years of relationship
management was that having a genuine
interest in others’ work and responsibilities
and asking how I could help went a long
way in getting them to value the travel
program and compliance with the policy.”

A
T
I
RCKEE
M

Former Travel Manager
turned Account Manager
Travel and Transport

Even something as simple as company
announcements can help promote
the value of the travel program for
travel managers, McKee says.
“If we were sitting in our bubble of travel and
were going to make a policy change that
we knew might not be popular, it helped to
be able to time our announcement around
other company-wide messages that HR,
for example, might be planning to send.”
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BUILDING CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL CONNECTIONS

ASSUME A
HELPFUL STANCE
WITH OTHER
DEPARTMENTS
AND BUSINESS
UNITS

O

ffer to create custom reports that can
help siloed departments gain visibility
into their travel spend and how it compares
with other areas. Keep in mind that business
units located in other countries around
the world may have separate budgets and
goals that the travel manager should be
aware of and help accommodate. Custom
reports tailored to those goals and budgets
can help an organization have a truly global
view of their travel spend and program.

“Returned commissions help offset the cost of the
travel program,” says McKee. “Showing who is and
isn’t booking within the travel program can validate
the need to be compliant with the travel policy
and boost your authority within the organization.”
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THE IMPORTANCE OF BUILDING CROSS-DEPARTMENTAL CONNECTIONS

T

ravel managers need more than just
technical knowledge around travel itself.
They need to develop strong relationships
with their suppliers because those can
make or break a travel program.

LEAN ON
RELATIONSHIPS
WITH SUPPLIERS
AND TMCS

“A lot of us have years of experience and may
think we know everything about the travel
program, but in reality, it’s challenging to keep
up with airlines changing their product branding
and new suppliers coming in all the time,”
says McKee. “Lean on your relationships with
suppliers and allow them to be consultative.”
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ARE YOU
ASLEEP
AT THE
WHEEL?

Former travel manager Rita McKee asks (and answers) what travel
managers must do to form strong alliances at their companies.

As a category manager in addition to travel, Rita McKee was
responsible for telecoms and all things HR, like recruiting, employee
benefits and more. Here, she shares how falling asleep at the wheel
cost her to lose a previous job at a Fortune 500 company.
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TO SURVIVE AND THRIVE,
TRAVEL MANAGERS MUST
SHOW THEIR VALUE

RITA’S STORY

F

or years I did a horrible job of demonstrating my value to
the organization. I made the terminal mistake of thinking
that if I were doing my job well and travelers were happy, that
I would be recognized and rewarded for my hard work.

Every single day, we as travel managers have to show our
value to leadership. It isn’t enough to rely on the fact that our
travel management company (TMC) is doing their job very
well or that our KPIs are trending where they should be and
our travelers are happy. It’s so much more than that. We HAVE
to understand that our role is to help our company solve its
problems, reduce costs and even create revenue streams.
We CAN’T be modest about sharing our goals and
accomplishments. I didn’t understand my role or the importance
of me proving my value to the company and it cost me my job. I
don’t want you to make the same mistake I did so I’m sharing my
best advice about how to add value to your organization.

Instead, much to my bewilderment, I was shown the
door. What? How could this be? I would find out later that it was
said I was “asleep at the wheel.” But what does that mean?
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REMEMBER, YOU’RE PART
OF A LARGER WHOLE
No matter what company you’re talking about, HR is concerned
with retaining and attracting top talent. Travelers, especially road
warriors, often represent the best of the best in the talent pool so HR
wants them to be comfortable and productive on the road. Happy
traveler equals happy employee equals reduced risk of talent drain.

By working with individuals across these three categories, I had
the advantage of helping HR, IT and procurement (who had
responsibility for the travel program) address the challenges
in their respective areas while simultaneously keeping the
best interests of the other two categories in mind as well.

Travelers depend heavily on mobile devices for staying
connected with work and family. They want to be able to do
simple timesaving things like completing an expense report
during downtime while they wait for their next flight. This makes
having efficient, secure, IT-approved solutions essential.
Another advantage in my role was that I was often privy to
discussions about R&D and project travel which meant I could
work with a hotel property to secure a short-term rate to help
reduce costs associated with due diligence or long-term stays for
large groups of travelers. Often that information becomes known
to the travel manager after the fact when you notice a spike in
travel to a given location. By then the opportunity to be proactive
in negotiations to reduce costs is diminished or even lost.
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FOSTERING CONNECTIONS
ACROSS DEPARTMENTS IS KEY

•C
 an you add some travel-related questions or perhaps
piggyback a separate road warrior survey to share
back with HR to assess flight risk (pun intended)?

You have to make interdepartmental connections amongst the key stakeholder
groups like HR, finance, IT, procurement, etc. If you’re having regular
conversations with these areas you not only gain intel, but it also reduces
the risk that you will be left out of the decision-making process for things that
could impact travelers. It isn’t that this information is intentionally withheld but
sometimes the potential implications to the traveler are inadvertently missed.

• Can you work with HR to develop an exit survey specifically
for frequent travelers to find out what pain points in the
travel policy may have contributed to their decision to leave?

Be purposeful about having regular conversations with key contacts
in HR, IT and finance/procurement. During these conversations,
find out what kinds of challenges the area is facing or what kinds
of initiatives they’re working on. For example, is it time for HR to
do a comprehensive employee satisfaction survey or are they
looking for ways to improve the candidate booking process?

• Can your online booking tool support nonemployee, self-serve bookings?
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Is IT/telecoms sourcing a new mobile phone provider or thinking
about the types of devices they want to support?
• Have they considered service availability
in international destinations?
• What can be done to reduce exorbitant roaming costs (for global
companies this can be a large percentage of total telecoms cost)?
• Are there pockets within the U.S. where coverage will be spotty, very
poor or non-existent resulting in the need for a secondary provider?

These are just a couple of examples. There are many ways that a travel
manager can engage with key stakeholders across the organization
to address challenges that on the surface may not appear to be
under the purview of travel but could very well impact the traveler.
The best-case scenario is that once the relationships are
established and the conversations are happening, these
individuals will see you as a trusted advisor and proactively
engage you as part of their extended team.

• Will the devices offer the flexibility and functionality that
travelers need to be productive wherever they are?
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WITH ALL THAT TALKING, DON’T
FORGET THAT DATA SPEAKS
LOUDER THAN WORDS
Promoting the value of the travel program across your organization
comes down to data. Be proactive about providing reports to
departments tailored to the information they most want to see.
Help them understand how the travel program benefits the company,
their department and the traveling employees within it. Use your TMC’s
knowledge of and connections within the travel industry to secure
booking upgrades or seating preferences for your travelers. Something
as simple as making sure your company’s booking ID is attached to every
employee’s reservation can ensure they catch flights that others miss.

Show employees the value of booking through the travel program.
When situations occur that cause travelers to miss important client
meetings, being able to show that you are doing all you can to
promote, communicate and enforce the company’s travel policy
will help defend the program and your administration of it.
Another skill travel managers need to succeed is one closely
related to building relationships – cultural intelligence. In our
next chapter, we uncover the need to make cultural intelligence
protocols part of your travel program and policy.

You may be able to secure better seating with a ticket
designator without a fee. There are small things that you
can do to enhance the experience for travelers.
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THE NEED FOR
CULTURAL
INTELLIGENCE
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THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

L

earning more about the countries employees visit
for business travel seems like an obvious priority for
companies engaged in international or global operations,
however, many companies aren’t doing as much as they
could be to help travelers be culturally intelligent.

It’s important for travel managers not to lose
sight of the truth that all travel is personal.
Cultural faux pas could affect business relationships, but there’s
personal and reputational damage as well in not fully preparing
travelers with trip information. Therefore, travel managers must
develop the skill of cultural intelligence and implement protocols
to encourage the adoption of this skill across the organization.
As travelers become culturally aware and sensitive to the
particular customs of the places they visit, positive outcomes
and business relationships are more likely to follow.
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WHAT IS CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE?

WHAT IS
CULTURAL
INTELLIGENCE?
E

very day companies spend thousands
of dollars sending employees around
the world to meet face to face. Yet,
Kieran Hartwell, president for Radius
Travel, says many travelers are culturally
underprepared for their trips and are
not thinking enough about the dangers
of acting inappropriately or being
considerate of local customs and values.

THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

“Often, there isn’t just a language barrier,”
Hartwell says. “Do they know how to
greet who they are meeting, how much to
tip in the restaurant or how not to stand
out while walking around the city?”
Cultural intelligence, as it’s often referred
to, will become even more important as
companies expand globally and enter new
markets. For travel managers, it means
effective communication to regional and
local offices and giving travelers the tools
they need to feel confident, understand
key differences between cultures and
how to put their best foot forward.
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President
Radius Travel
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THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

REDUCE
CULTURAL
RISK BY
USING LOCAL
EXPERTISE

W

hile hard to quantify, when something goes
wrong the costs can be dramatic, from serious
injuries to a deal falling through. Even preventing
one incident greatly outweighs the cost.

Hartwell says that technology can play a part in
helping travel managers and the employees they
help manage travel for be more risk-averse and
culturally aware, such as on-the-go culture notes
and translation services through mobile apps.
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REDUCE CULTURAL RISK BY USING LOCAL EXPERTISE
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THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

President
Radius Travel

“Even if the pronunciation is wrong the effort has still
been made,” says Hartwell. “One traveler trying to
greet a client in Japanese made them laugh and
it broke the ice for the rest of the trip’s meetings.
Education is also key and organizations such as
Maiden Voyage, with which Radius Travel partners, are
increasingly reminding the industry and travelers of
the human side of travel such as gender differences,
LGBTQ+ challenges and wellbeing. Travelers crave
local expertise and authenticity when traveling for
business or pleasure, and that’s something Travel and
Transport emulates with its global network of travel
agencies reaching 80 countries across six continents.”
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THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

C

ultural intelligence comes down to human decency
and respect. Universally, everyone likes to know why
they’re being asked to do something, what the implications
are and how it might potentially affect their customers.

Nicole Wilcock, senior director, global service delivery for Radius
Travel, says small gestures that show you have an understanding
that not everyone has the same norms go a long way.

FOCUS ON
DECENCY
AND RESPECT

“When it comes to language you have to consider tone and
style; even between the U.K. and U.S. there is sometimes friction
between colleagues as the dialects and colloquialisms differ,”
Wilcock says. “Those in families with several nationalities know
how it feels to switch between style depending on the people
they are with; whether it’s softening phrases or recognizing
that people might not say what they mean. British people, for
example, will often say one thing but deep down mean another.”
For global communications keep the English simple and avoid
using analogies or sayings that could confuse others. Remember
that what you do is only normal where you live and work regularly.
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FOCUS ON DECENCY AND RESPECT

Another consideration worth factoring
into cultural intelligence protocols is that
industries differ in maturity. Corporate travel
is managed in an American construct in North
America, Western Europe and some parts
of Asia Pacific, where standards and service
are expected globally. Whereas in other local
agencies there is sometimes more honesty
and little to distinguish between leisure
and business travel, so the experience of
working with those agencies is different
and communication has to be adapted.
Wilcock says face-to-face meetings
are very important to build personal
relationships across the corporate world
but especially in Latin America, Middle
East, Southern Europe and parts of Asia.
“A senior stakeholder who can advise on
the nuts and bolts and influence local
travelers should be engaged as early as

THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

possible to work with the local agency who is
‘of the place’ and knows the market intimately,”
she says. “Most travel buyers make lots of
assumptions when they are rolling out a global
program but there are so many nuances that
could put a roll-out at risk, such as workers’
councils in Germany or considering timings
around religious holidays like Ramadan.”
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Senior Director
Global Service Delivery
Radius Travel

Learning about those little gestures can
be one of the more compelling aspects of
traveling to a new country. Understanding
differences is very interesting.
When dealing with global employees, travel
managers should always aim to be clear
communicators with accurate, relevant information.
Some get frustrated by differences or constraints
but if they are clear, patient and have empathy
they can ensure a travel program roll-out is
successful and help travelers have productive,
and hopefully more enjoyable, business trips.
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THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

P

utting the local office in a “loss-of-face” situation
may have serious consequences where there will
be strong resistance to any change being implemented.

SUPPORTING
LOCAL OFFICES
EVERYWHERE
EMPLOYEES
TRAVEL

Issa Isaac, director, agency network, Asia Pacific, says
it is very important to understand where everyone
is coming from and ensure goal-congruence.
“Before even highlighting the objectives of the
travel or security program roll-out, make sure
to gather information on how Asian Pacific
offices, for example, are managing travel now
and why they are doing it this way,” she says.
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SUPPORTING LOCAL OFFICES EVERYWHERE EMPLOYEES TRAVEL

Change management and effective
communication are critical success factors.
For countries where English is not the
business language, it is important to have
a key person from the local office who
already has the buy-in to the new program
and can facilitate the communications and
translations to the local stakeholders.

THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

When visiting countries in Asia, travelers
should brush up on formalities and customs.
Consider gestures such as not standing
chopsticks vertically in a bowl in Japan,
as it reminds locals of funerals and is
supposed to bring bad luck. Or remember
to receive or give business cards with
both hands in China to show respect.
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Director
Agency Network
Asia Pacific
Radius Travel

“Unless it is a clear, strict mandate from
headquarters, don’t assume that any
communications on travel program
consolidation would be immediately
accepted by local offices,” says Isaac.
“Some of them may have already been
dealing with their current providers
for several years. Relationships are
such a big deal and it could take
time to implement changes affecting
these long-standing relationships.”
tandt.com
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THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

FACILITATE
INFORMATION
SHARING
BETWEEN
TRAVELERS
AND LOCAL
TEAMS

R

egular travelers are often far more equipped
and knowledgeable of countries than those in
corporate headquarters. Steve Woodford, director,
agency network, EMEA for Radius Travel, says
there must be more knowledge sharing between
travelers and local teams who have the experience
balanced with obligations of the head office.

“In a previous role, I often traveled to Beirut,” says
Woodford. “But one time when I booked a trip, the travel
and security teams were alarmed; there was a lack of
understanding that the civil war was over, that this was
an important market for the company and that it was
critical we reached clients who needed to be serviced.
I was told I couldn’t go to Beirut unless a
driver was assigned to me who could drive
in ‘unforeseen circumstances’. It was a knee
jerk reaction and an unhelpful approach that
made me unsettled and put fear in me.”
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FACILITATE INFORMATION SHARING BETWEEN TRAVELERS AND LOCAL TEAMS

Travel managers can help everyone
involved understand from the outset why
people need to go to various countries
and provide robust security requirements
rather than ad hoc provisions when a
‘random’ booking comes up. The travel
manager can facilitate consensus around
what is collectively needed for employees
so they remain safe as they travel.
In Woodford’s case, he says there are
other factors to consider such as the wider
geopolitical situation, rules and customs.
“It would’ve been helpful to have had the
macro- and business-level information
such as the fact that Beirut is a half Muslim
half Christian country,” he says. “Or in
general to know the local laws, whether
it’s a dry state or even what to wear –
dress codes are important especially for
female travelers in the Middle East.”

Employees can’t always go by what they
see on television or read in newspapers.
Travel managers should not only know
which travelers visit what countries regularly
so they can communicate with them, but
also be able to work with a local agency
who has on-the-ground knowledge and
expertise of that particular destination.

THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE
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Director
Agency Network
EMEA
Radius Travel

Messages should also be tailored to
travelers before or during their trips.
Targeted messages must be as specific
and relevant as possible to the type of
traveler in the right destination. These
could include cultural tips, but more
importantly crisis or policy information.
In emergency cases, companies need to
think carefully about not only how they will
help travelers but the implications of not
doing so. Failed or delayed procedures
not only cost companies money but
damage the brand and lower morale.
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THE NEED FOR CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE

I

n many cultures, there is a high value placed on face to
face, in-person interaction as a part of building business
relationships. Fernando Marcomini, director, agency network,
LATAM for Radius Travel, says that is the case in Latin America,
where people are generally very warm and welcoming.

CONSIDER
THE VALUE
OF FACE TIME

“We like to talk, to interact, learn about other cultures and
share our own culture. Language can be a barrier as
not many speak English and it can be hard to establish
communication, but Latin Americans will want to interact
even if it is through signals or translation apps.”
Marcomini says there are no formalities in Latin America and that
it is common to receive a hug or say hello with two kisses on
the first meeting. “They might invite employees to their home to
have a drink or coffee; some people might feel afraid of that, but
it is part of our culture,” he says. The mentality Latin Americans
have of themselves compared to the world is also changing.
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CONSIDER THE VALUE OF FACE TIME

“In the past,” says Marcomini, “we looked at
the U.S. and U.K. and saw those nations and
businesses as an example; we thought they
were better than us and something we should
try to be like. Now people have more trust in
themselves and things are changing; Latin
Americans know that they are equal now.”
In Sao Paulo, where Marcomini is based, many
neighborhoods are growing due to immigration,
which is creating a mixed population that has
resulted in greater awareness and tolerance
of other cultures and traditions. Marcomini
says this reality can work in favor of travelers.
“It is sometimes possible that when companies
send travelers to Latin America they do not have
an office here. So it is important to use local
knowledge, especially if the traveler is coming
here for the first time. I’d recommend the traveler
talk to a colleague who lives in that country; get
them to connect to find out how things work.
Local TMC offices can give instant support and
advice too, or if the traveler is in real trouble
then they could contact the local embassy.”
© 2019, Travel and Transport, Inc.
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Ground transportation is the first experience that a
traveler has in any country. Choosing what transport
to use is sometimes dictated by company policy,
but culture and familiarity influence the decision too.
Someone traveling to Latin America, or perhaps any
country, might want to pre-book a private transfer
for their first visit so that they are prepared and
do not have to worry about unofficial companies
or drivers. Once a traveler is more familiar with a
country then they might choose other options.
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Director
Agency Network
LATAM
Radius Travel

It’s important to remember that while duty of care
solutions are essential, security problems are
often very localized. In the Latin American region,
Venezuela and Nicaragua are examples of countries
with difficult geopolitical circumstances that have
caused security concerns, but others like Chile and
Peru are very well prepared for welcoming travelers.
Technology and a trusted TMC need to be in
place so companies have options and can
communicate with travelers to support them
proactively; zeroing in on where the need is and
not offering a blanket approach are critical.
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THE POWER OF NEGOTIATION

W

e’ve been talking about the skills travel managers need to
succeed. So far, we’ve addressed these important topics:

• Ten skills travel managers need today
• The data travel managers must digest
• Tools that help travel managers deliver satisfying service
• The importance of building cross-departmental connections
• The need for cultural intelligence
Now we’re adding to that list another critical skill travel managers
should develop to be effective at their job – negotiation.
Travel management professionals must not underestimate
the importance of negotiation in accomplishing travel
goals. Here, we discuss corporate travel buyer resources
that help secure profitable contracts with suppliers.
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THE POWER OF NEGOTIATION

A

s is true with other topics we’ve discussed,
a competent travel management
company, or TMC, is an excellent resource
when it comes time for travel managers
to negotiate contracts with suppliers.

YOUR TMC
CAN BE A
POWERFUL ALLY

One of the most obvious situations that comes to
mind is with hotels, which are prime candidates
for negotiating preferred rates in cities that
companies frequently travel to for business.
Often, a TMC can leverage wider spend and
influence to negotiate a better rate for travel
managers than they could achieve on their own.
This is a practice that Travel and Transport regularly
engages in for clients, according to Joel Bailey,
senior vice president, customer solutions.
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YOUR TMC CAN BE A POWERFUL ALLY

“Our partner solutions group consults and
manages the research, negotiation and
recommendation process from beginning
to end for clients. We can identify markets
with the most spend, procure proposals
from hotels, evaluate contracts and help
our clients get the best rates,” he says.
“We also have our own hotel program
with thousands of potentially betternegotiated rates than what the client
may be able to achieve on their own.”

THE POWER OF NEGOTIATION

In addition to air, hotel and rental car, the
global travel management company also has
negotiated rates with car-sharing services
like Uber and Lyft as well as leading duty
of care providers like WorldAware.
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Senior Vice President
Customer Solutions
Travel and Transport

With larger purchasing power and more
collective experience and connections across
the travel ecosystem, travel management
companies can be a huge aid in helping travel
managers negotiate favorable contracts.

Sometimes that rate difference might
just apply to certain cities where
companies have lower travel to, but
in which Travel and Transport can
secure a more favorable rate.
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THE POWER OF NEGOTIATION

ASK FOR
BENCHMARKING
DATA
A

nother area where a travel management
company can provide assistance
to travel managers is by providing them
with benchmarking data that helps
them see whether or not the rates
their procurement teams are securing
are in line with industry standards.

Rissky, senior vice president, account management
for Travel and Transport. “Travel managers who
are more comfortable with negotiating contracts
may just ask our team to provide benchmarking
data to see how their contract compares to other
similar size companies in their industry. Others
may desire more support and we can provide that
additional expertise. Whatever level of assistance
our clients need, we are happy to provide it.”
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Senior Vice President
Account Management
Travel and Transport

Chris Bartram, director, contracts and
procurement for HDR, finds such data helpful as
his team negotiates contracts with suppliers.
“While we negotiate directly with airlines and
rental car companies, we leverage Travel and
Transport’s RFP services for hotels,” he says.
“They can provide me with data about discounts
and rates that make it easy to see where we
should be in comparison to the marketplace.”

“Some clients just want our insight into
whether or not the contracts they are
negotiating are good ones,” says Nancy
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THE POWER OF NEGOTIATION

A

REVIEW YOUR
CONTRACTS
CAREFULLY

final point to make on the topic of
negotiating contracts is to review
agreements very carefully. Even the smallest
detail, when overlooked, could carry the potential
for significant costs down the road to a company.

Travel managers with less experience
negotiating contracts may want to have their
procurement company or travel management
company review their travel contracts closely
to ensure no tricky terms or confusing
conditions are attached that could spell
trouble down the road for their company.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
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F

rom cars and shopping to dining and entertainment,
technology has disrupted many industries. The travel
industry is ripe for such disruption. How will travel managers be
affected by technology innovation? How can they harness it to
improve their daily work and travel management programs?

While some areas of the travel ecosystem retain older
technology (a reality anyone still printing a boarding pass
will readily attest to), others are already in the process of
being turned upside down by new technologies.
As a global travel management company, our leaders attend
travel innovation events throughout the year to keep aware
of technology solutions that may help improve the service
we offer corporate travel managers and their customers.
We asked Travel and Transport leaders to discuss the top
three or four tech platforms that travel managers should
be using to make their jobs, and lives, easier.
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THE TECHNOLOGY THAT HELPS TRAVEL MANAGERS DO MORE

BOOKING VS
TRAVELING:
WHAT DO
YOUR PEOPLE
NEED?

“W

hen evaluating technology for your travelers,
you need to put yourself in their shoes” says
Rita McKee, former travel manager and current
account manager for Travel and Transport. “If you can
empower travelers to find reservation information,
itineraries and travel policy information easily,
travel managers can spend more time bringing
value to the organization and less time answering
routine policy and reservation questions.”

The more self-service travel managers can
enable, the better, because it allows them to focus
on strategic activities that enhance the travel
program and support organizational goals.
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BOOKING VS TRAVELING: WHAT DO YOUR PEOPLE NEED?

Dash Portal is a one-stop-shop for booking
and managing travel, personalised to
reach company and user. The information
available on Dash Portal includes:
• Profiles
• Unused tickets
• Upcoming trips
• Travel policy
• Invoices
• Travel alerts
• Travel news
• Online booking tool access
Essentially, everything a travel manager
and their travelers need is in Dash
Portal. Travel and Transport’s Dash
Mobile app is another tool that can make
travel more satisfying for employees
and management of the travel program
less burdensome for travel managers.

THE TECHNOLOGY THAT HELPS TRAVEL MANAGERS DO MORE

Designed with corporate travelers in mind, Dash
Mobile puts all the important travel information
employees need in the palm of their hand, on
their smartphone screen. In it, travelers can:
• Book and cancel trips
• Call travel advisors
• Check in to flight and hotel reservations
• Arrange alternate flights
• Share their trips
• View travel alerts and notifications
• Access international travel assistance

A
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M

Former Travel Manager
turned Account Manager
Travel and Transport

Travelers can even use the intuitive app to
manage personal travel. McKee encourages
travel managers to embrace the technology
their travel management companies offer
and that their travelers use. “When I was
a travel manager I used both Dash Portal
and Dash Mobile all the time.” she says.
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BOOKING VS TRAVELING: WHAT DO YOUR PEOPLE NEED?

Learning technology corporate travelers
use is a sentiment echoed by April
Wheeler, vice president and officer, account
management for Travel and Transport.
“Travel managers need to understand
the online booking tools and expense
management systems their companies
use. They need to be well educated
about those and understand them pretty
significantly,” she says. “It’s also important
for travel managers to have a high level of
understanding of what technology platforms
are being used commonly throughout
the travel industry so they can identify
technologies that may benefit their travelers.”
One platform Wheeler recommends
travel managers look into is Dinova,
a dining service with participating
restaurants from around the world.

THE TECHNOLOGY THAT HELPS TRAVEL MANAGERS DO MORE

“Companies earn rebates when their
employees dine at restaurants participating
in the program,” she says. “This is just one
example of hundreds, if not thousands, of
programs across the travel industry. We
put together documents internally that
we share with customers in quarterly
business reviews to bring awareness
of opportunities that will assist travel
managers in saving money, adding value
or achieving other travel program goals.”
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Vice President and Officer
Account Management
Travel and Transport

While Travel and Transport regularly identifies
and recommends such platforms to its
customers, not all TMCs may offer this service.
In those cases, it may fall to travel managers
themselves to research and implement
technology that will improve the travel
experience for their employees and encourage
compliance with the corporate travel policy.
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A

nother area worth considering for travel managers is
duty of care technology and data insight platforms
powered by artificial intelligence and machine learning.

BIG DATA
AND DUTY
OF CARE
TECHNOLOGY

As we discussed previously, intelligent platforms like DVI
give travel managers visibility into leakage and true travel
spend, enabling unparalleled optimization of expenses and
opportunities for improved profitability. Yet, another area
that can be overlooked is duty of care technology, which
Joel Bailey, senior vice president of customer solutions for
Travel and Transport, says may not yet be mainstream.
“Travel managers benefit from being fully versed in and
having access to information that helps their companies
evaluate the safety of the locations their travelers
visit. Some platforms help them identify physical and
health safety risks and disclose those risks to travelers
so they can prepare properly. Such technology also
helps management understand the risks with the
locations where they are sending travelers.”
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A RECAP OF
THE TOOLS AND
SKILLS TRAVEL
MANAGERS
NEED TODAY
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10

W

e’ve covered a lot of ground in this series for travel
managers. We identified 10 skills critical for success:

Critical Thinking
Analytical Approach
Consensus Building
Effective Communication
Influencing
Understanding the Travel Landscape
Relationship Management
Cultural Intelligence
Problem Solving
Anticipating Questions
We fleshed those skills out across five areas, tapping
industry leaders for their insights into how busy travel
managers can get more done faster and drive more value
for their organizations through their travel programs.
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THE DATA TRAVEL
MANAGERS DIGEST

Travel managers must use data to understand what travelers
want and serve it up when they need it. We considered
what data points are most helpful for travel managers to
focus on when assessing their travel programs.

THE TOOLS THAT
HELP TRAVEL
MANAGERS DELIVER
SATISFYING SERVICE
We highlighted tools that can make this complicated
and demanding job a little easier.

THE IMPORTANCE
OF BUILDING CROSSDEPARTMENTAL
CONNECTIONS

Managing travel across different business locations and silos can be
challenging. We covered how travel managers can help bridge these gaps.

THE NEED FOR CULTURAL
INTELLIGENCE
Learning more about the countries employees visit for business
seems like an obvious priority, but many companies aren’t doing
as much as they could be to help their travelers become culturally
intelligent. We heard from industry experts on how to help travelers
achieve positive outcomes with cultural intelligence protocols.

THE POWER OF
NEGOTIATION

We heard from travel management professionals about the importance of
negotiation in accomplishing travel goals and discussed corporate travel
buyer resources that help secure profitable contracts with suppliers.
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Through it all, we showed how travel management
companies can be powerful allies and helpful
resources to travel managers in supplementing insight
and skills that they may not personally possess or
have access to internally at their organizations.
As a global leader in corporate travel management,
Travel and Transport empowers, champions and leads
the industry to impress our employees and customers.
Talk to one of our corporate travel experts today about
how we can help you achieve your travel program goals
and achieve desired outcomes for your business.
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